Absolute CBV for the differentiation of recurrence and radionecrosis of brain metastases after gamma knife radiotherapy: a comparison with relative CBV.
To investigate the efficiency of absolute cerebral blood volume (CBV) in the differentiation of tumour recurrence (TR) and radionecrosis (RN) in brain metastases (BM) and to evaluate the performance of absolute CBV compared to relative CBV (rCBV). Between March 2015 and June 2017, 46 patients with BM underwent quantitative dynamic susceptibility contrast perfusion-weighted imaging (DSC-PWI) because new enhancement had been demonstrated in irradiated lesions after gamma knife radiotherapy. The patients were assigned to either the TR group or RN group on the basis of MR perfusion follow-up or histopathological outcome. Absolute CBV of lesions (CBVlesion) and contralateral normal appearing white matter (CBVNAWM) in both groups were obtained. Mean rCBV were calculated as CBVlesion/CBVNAWM, which was equal to rCBV using traditional DSC-PWI. CBVlesion of TR alone was significantly higher than the other parameters in both groups (p<0.001, separately). CBVlesion had smaller interobserver difference than CBVNAWM and rCBV (p<0.001, separately). Although CBVlesion significantly correlated with rCBV (r=0.914, p<0.001) and both had a similar specificity (96%) in differential diagnosis, CBVlesion had a higher sensitivity (96.9% versus 90.9%) to predict the treatment outcome. The best cut-off value of CBVlesion was 21.8 ml/100 g. Quantitative DSC-PWI is a powerful method for the assessment of radiosurgically treated brain metastases. Absolute CBV has higher diagnostic efficiency than rCBV, which enables an absolute quantification of the regional CBV and prediction of tumour response. These advantages promote the intra- and inter-patient quantitative image comparison across different institutions.